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Within a few generations, the Catholic Irish were reduced to abject poverty, were illiterate or nearly so and
unskilled. By then, the Irish had become a nation of tenant farmers. One visitor from France noted that
nowhere in Europe had he seen such poverty as he saw in Ireland. Eye witness accounts of the life of the
average Irish tenant farmer confirm that his life was one of desperation and deprivation. Nearly half of the
rural population lived in small windowless mud cabins. Furniture consisted of a bed and some chairs--and
only a very few had such luxuries. It was normal for farm animals, pigs and chickens, to sleep in the cabin
with the people. However, the good news was that the huts were always warm in the winter thanks to the
readily available peat. Greedy landowners increased their rental income by dividing and sub-dividing their
land again and again until most families were attempting to live on less than an acre of land and paying rents
double that being charged in England for a much larger plot. Since potatoes were such an efficient crop, by the
late eighteenth century it was practically the only crop grown by the tenant farmers. Many never in their
lifetimes had ever tasted meat or bread. Their every meal consisted of potatoes, and sometimes buttermilk. As
you might expect, the Irish did not take all this cruel and inhuman treatment placidly. The outcome of the
Penal Laws was that evasion of the law became the duty of every Irish Catholic These were gangs of men
wearing white shirts over their clothes who rode the countryside at night tearing down fences, ham-stringing
cattle, and burning barns. When these people were caught, the group dispensed a people justice in a terrible
form of revenge. They also rode up to manor houses destroying property and shooting through the windows.
As a result, many landlords lived in permanently barricaded houses guarded by teams of sentries. By the end
of nineteenth century the Irish had organized enough to develop a war strategy which would become the
Insurrection of The plan was to have revolts break out simultaneously all over Ireland at the same time that a
large force of French soldiers landed in Ireland. Unfortunately, the ships carrying the French army ran into a
severe storm as they were in sight of land and most of the ships sank. Nevertheless, the Irish revolted on cue
and in spite of the fact that they were armed with only pikes and clubs they did remarkably well against the
Loyalist soldiers armed with muskets and canon. The crucial battle was fought at a place called Vinegar Hill in
County Wexford. Here the Irish rebels made a determined stand that ended in disaster when the Loyalist
troops opened fire with a battery of canon. One observer commented that the rebels "fell like new mown grass.
The opening stanza goes like this. We are the Boys of Wexford, Who fought with heart and hand. To burst in
twain the galling chain, And free our native land. In the mopping up operations there and in other parts of
Ireland, thousands were butchered while on their knees begging for mercy. In those final days of war, more
than 50, were killed
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The victim[ edit ] Kinsella was born the son of cab driver George Kinsella and his wife Deborah, a school
secretary. He has a half-brother, three half-sisters and a younger full sister. Friends spoke of his caring and
comical nature, adding he was "full of energy" and that he was "the life and soul of his class". He had also
written a creative writing piece in which he imagined his own death from stabbing. Braithwaite and his friends
subsequently fled the scene. Shortly before 2am on 29 June, Kinsella and his friends decided to return home.
When they noticed they were being followed his friends began to run. Kinsella however did not, it is thought
because he knew he had nothing to do with the earlier disturbance. He then crossed over the road in order to
distance himself. As the three closed in on him he was heard pleading, "What are you coming over to me for?
It was reported Kinsella had lost thirty pints of blood, the average teenage body holding only seven. The
crowd were heard chanting "What are we here for? Why are we here? He was given a one-year detention and
training order in [22] but during his sentence was cut on appeal to community service. Witnesses, forensics
and apprehension[ edit ] All three defendants were witnessed running together at Kinsella prior to the murder
and later standing together shortly afterwards. Despite belief at one stage that knives used in the murder were
found, the police never found the murder weapon or weapons involved. Later he claimed he had seen Alleyne
stab Kinsella but he had not been involved himself. He stated that Alleyne had a reputation for using weapons
and was concerned about the impact that telling the police would have upon his family. Letter from Alleyne to
Kellie[ edit ] Aware that his cousin Kellie was going to give evidence against him, Alleyne wrote a threatening
letter to her from jail, reading: To Slag aka snitch , You are a let down to the family. You are not my cousin,
believe that. How are you gonna give my letters to boydem and be snitching on me? You are not real at all.
When will I see you? People in the North no [sic] who I am. When the shit hits the fan, you snitch. Say no
more, I am ghost. I got your statements, everyone will know that Kellie is a snitch. You see, snitches get
touched. You see blood, Tottenham ride or die. Covert tape[ edit ] Police obtained a licence to record
Braithwaite, Alleyne and Kika in the back of a police van, where they were able to establish that the three
knew each other. On 13 October all three defendants pleaded not guilty to the charge of murder. Braithwaite
claimed that Kinsella had thrown a punch at him, although there was no supporting evidence of this. After
this, Braithwaite claimed he saw Alleyne carry out the murder. Alleyne claimed that he had been contacted by
Braithwaite and asked to back him following the dispute at Shillibeers, although no phone records identified a
call between Braithwaite and Alleyne prior to the attack. Kika exercised his right to silence and did not take
the witness stand. This resulted in a new 25 year knife murder tariff through the Schedule 21 Review of the
Criminal Justice Act which was relevant to the sentencing in this case. He continued saying that there was "no
possible excuse" for such an "arrogant and unfeeling attack on someone who had done nothing". Brooke also
travelled to New York to see prisons using short, sharp shock treatments to rehabilitate young offenders. The
documentary also points out the success of Operation Blunt 2, which carried out over , stop and searches ,
leading to over 10, arrests and the confiscation of over 5, knives within the timeline of the documentary. On 5
October , the media released extracts of a letter written by Alleyne in prison to his fellow gang members.
Within the letter, he boasted of being "the king of swagger", referring to his gang as the "stab gang". He also
bragged about "taming" the prison where he is serving his life sentence. On 13 November Juress Kika lost his
appeal to challenge his 19 year sentence. He argued his sentence was "manifestly excessive"; however, The
Lord Judge , Mr Justice Penry-Davey and Mr Justice Henriques rejected this statement saying that the term
could not "remotely" be described as excessive. They concluded that "there is no true mitigation. There was no
guilty plea, no remorse, and no insight into the devastation that had been caused". They accepted that the
applicant was young when the murder was committed but added that Kika "knew exactly what he was doing.
They were all equally involved. They all intended to kill the young victim. They had hunted him down and
mercilessly done him to death to revenge an insignificant slight for which he bore no responsibility
whatsoever. But â€” we cannot mince words â€” he was cut down before he could reach safety.
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Now the teenage Anna rebels against the role that has been forced upon her though it could mean the death of
her sister. Twenty nine year old Allie Nelson is set to marry a wealthy lawyer, but is haunted by thoughts of
the one she loved long ago. Message in a Bottle - Theresa Osborne is divorced and cynical about love and life.
This changes when she finds a bottle on the beach which contains a love letter. This is a beautiful story for
those who choose to believe in the miracle of finding that special someone. Lock and Key - Ruby has been
living alone in the farmhouse since her mother abandoned her, but when this is discovered she is sent to live
with her sister Cora who she has not seen in about 10 years. A nice large house, private school, new clothes,
and a promise for the future are quite an adjustment to make. Just Listen - Annabel Greene is the youngest of
three very different sisters. She has had a very bad summer and must now return to school. She has never been
so lonely or so sad, yet she must face each day. As she has her own problems to confront, her entire family is
dealing with issues that plague her sister, Whitney. By circumstance, Annabel and Owen, whose life revolves
around music, become friends. It is Owen who will help Annabel to meet certain challenges. It might have
been a very long summer, but then by chance Macy meets an interesting group of people. I loved everyone in
the Wish Catering crew, but most especially Wes. No matter the difficulties life has thrown each member of
Wish they persevere because they must. Dreamland - Caitlin is the younger and she feels second-rate sister to
Cass who is perfect in every way. Now Caitlin is 16 and rather than starting at Yale, Cass has run off with a
guy. This year for Caitlin is about school, cheerleading, parties, her boyfriend, and so much much more.
Unfortunately, this novel has an important message every young lady needs to hear. Keeping the Moon - Colie
and her mother used to be fat. They moved frequently and were homeless for a time. Now mom has a good job
and they live in a nice house. Unfortunately, because of a really mean girl at school, Colie has acquired a
reputation she did not deserve. Mom is going to Europe to work for the summer and Colie is going to spend
the summer with her eccentric aunt. That Summer - Summers hold special memories for many of us: Haven,
younger sister to Ashley, is fondly remembering a summer five years ago because in this current summer her
world is falling apart. Her father had an affair, her parents divorced, and now he is getting married to the
co-worker with whom he had the affair. Someone Like You - Halley and Scarlet, both 16 and juniors in high
school, have been best friends forever. Scarlet was always the strong one, but now she needs Halley to be
there for her. As they begin the new school year, Scarlet is pregnant and her boyfriend has been killed in a
motorcycle accident. Meanwhile Halley has problems of her own. Halley and her mother, a psychologist, have
gotten along well in the past but that has changed. This Lullaby - Remy, Jess, Chloe, and Lissa are friends sort
of and now it is the summer between high school and college. This is a time of transition for each of them, but
the story concentrates on Remy who because her mother has had a series of husbands and Remy never even
met her father, she is very cynical about love. The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants - A wonderful story about
Tibby, Carmen, Lena, and Bridget, four very different friends who are spending their first summer apart from
one another. Each of the girls faces her own crisis and, in the end, they are there for each other. The Fourth
Summer of the Sisterhood. Coronation Where R You? Something Blue 2nd - Shallow, vapid, Darcy Rhone
has always believed that the beautiful people are blessed, but then her plain looking friend Rachel White steals
her fiance leaving Darcy alone and pregnant by another man. This is a novel about forgiveness, friendship,
true love, and the happy-ever-after so many seek. The Myth of Penelope and Odysseus.
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Rock of Dunamase added 5 new photos. The site consists of a raised circular rampart breached at two sides
allowing grazing cattle to wander through at will. It is now difficult to image that here in this peaceful place
overlooking the beautiful countryside was once the Palace of an Irish King frequently mentioned in the ancient
Annals and an act of genocide against 40 Lords of Laois and Offaly and their families on new years day in
During his reign the Munster men invaded Leinster as far as Mullaghmast. The dispossessed clans appealed to
the King of Ulster and with his help proceeded to drive out the Munster men from the area. The Cow Tribute
or Borumha was an important element in the relationship between King and subjects and in our own locality
we have Aughraboura the area where the Cow Tribute was once paid. In Mullaghmast was the site of a pitched
battle between the Clans of Dowlings and Kinsellas resulting in a victory for the latter. The usual rivalry
between the two great Munster tribes overlooked in the face of the coming enemy now resurfaced and the men
of Desmond thought they would take advantage of the Thomand men who were weakened by exertion and
carrying many wounded. Those nursing wounds used moss to stem the flow of blood and declared their
intention of playing their part in the fight against the Desmonds. The latter on hearing this left the area
whereupon the men of Thomand travelled onwards to Ath Ae where they drank the water from the River
Barrow and cleaned their wounds. However it was in that occurred an event which was to fix the name of
Mullaghmast in Irish memories for ever more. Tradition relates that leaders of the Seven Septs of Laois and
their followers who had waged a constant war against English settlers were summoned to the Rath at
Mullaghmast under terms which guaranteed their safety. The horse wounded in the escape collapsed and died
near Brackna Woods giving to the area a name which it still bears - The Bleeding Horse. A carved stone
commemorating the massacre of was placed in the centre of the Rath in by the Greise Valley Development
Association. This is the only visible reminder of the horrible happenings of over years ago. The
SequiCentenary of that event so well documented in Irish histories was celebrated in with the unveiling of a
suitably inscribed stone on the roadside nearest to the Rath of Mullaghmast. On the same side of the Rath and
next to the roadway is the famous long stone of Mullaghmast reputed to mark the grave of a Munster Chieftan.
The seven foot high granite stone is the only one of its kind in the area and was evidently brought from afar to
its present site. Mullaghmast once had another six small Raths in the earlier mentioned Repeal meeting field
but they have been razed leaving the larger Rath of Mullaghmast as the only visible reminder of the once great
Palace of Mullaghmast. An account of the Mullaghmast massacre: The last five of these were, at that time,
Roman Catholics, by whom the poor people murdered at Mullaghmast were chiefly invited there, in pretence
that said people should enter into an alliance offensive and defensive with them.
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Sophie Kinesella is one of my favourite authors. Her books are funny and pure escapism. Here are the reviews
for her standalone books I will review the Shopaholic series separately. What an absolute treat this was to
read. I took this on my holiday with me as I do like a good dose of chick-lit while relaxing in my sunlounger
and Sophie Kinsella never lets me down. This book was a delight from start to finish. It is narrated by Lara,
newly dumped and struggling to run a business on her own. All she needs is to be pestered by the ghost of her
Great Auntie Sadie whom she never even met but is here, larger than life, as a 23 year old dancing, drinking,
fun-loving girl that only Lara can see and whom she insists help her find her necklace before she is buried
without it. The character of Sadie was just fabulous! One of the most endearing I have come across in a long
time; she was such good fun. This book is my new favourite out of all the independents i. I love, love, loved it!
In Remember Me Lexi wakes up in hospital thinking that it is still and she is going out with Loser Dave, has
wonky teeth, loads of friends and works in a low paid job in a carpet company. The story follows Lexi as she
tries to fit in with her new life and fill in the gaps as to how she ended up where she did and how she managed
to alienate all her friends in the process. All the ususal magic is here â€” young girl, a love interest or two ,
nice clothes and shoes v. While I agree that nothing can beat the Shopaholic series who could replace Becky?
Thumbs up for Ms Kinsella once again. Can you Keep a Secret is such a funny book. A great idea for a story
and a great heroine make this big-hearted book a real joy to read. This was the first of all Kinsellas books that
I read and it was the start of a love affair with all her books. Samantha is a high flying, stressed out workaholic
lawyer for a huge London firm and spends her every waking moment either working or thinking about work
and that promotion to Partner she so desperately wants. To say that Samantha has no domestic skills
whatsoever is an understatement but somehow she manages to muddle her way through mainly by ordering
sandwiches through a catering company and sending the laundry away to be ironed. Of course, there is a sexy
gardner to liven up the plot too which always helps. I really enjoyed this book, I just love Sophie Kinsella.
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Share via Email Ben Kinsella. Yet his brutal reputation remains as large as ever, particularly on the "turf"
which his gang - the infamous Clerkenwell Crime Syndicate, also known as the A Team - has controlled for
decades. The territory in Islington includes the spot where Ben Kinsella, 16, was murdered 12 months ago
while celebrating the end of his GCSE exams. Ben was the brother of a former EastEnders actress, Brooke
Kinsella. His death is the most high-profile teenage stabbing in a long line of seemingly unfathomable
murders. On Friday his three killers, like the year-old Adams, found their futures were behind bars as they
were sentenced to life with a minimum of 19 years. Jade Braithwaite, 18, Michael Alleyne, 20, and Juress
Kika, 19, were part of the new wave of "wannabe" criminals vying to emulate "old-school" crime lords such as
Adams. For the Adams family, reportedly linked to 25 murders, it seemed an unusual move. There were no
business interests at stake or any threat to their "criminal enterprises". One senior police source said: On the
streets where Ben was stabbed 11 times in five seconds, the word of the Adams family still resonates, a
throwback to another era that even the police seem to regret has passed. A retired detective who specialised in
north London gang activity said the Adams modus operandi was extremely violent, but similar to that of the
Krays in that only rival criminals would be targeted. Met commander Mark Simmonds, the head of Operation
Blunt 2 which targets youth violence, said: This "chaotic" posturing on British streets is an increasing threat to
young people, police warn. He quickly identified two factors that would be chillingly evident in his death. The
first was the actual reason for violence. Ben, an innocent bystander, was killed after a spat in a bar that
spiralled into a frenzied stabbing. The court heard how Braithwaite acted in revenge for a claim that he had
earlier been "disrespected". Detective chief inspector John Macdonald, who led the murder inquiry, said: They
feel that they have to respond". The second factor identified by Sutherland is the speed of retaliation. Very
quickly you can have a group gathered outside the gates. Another issue is the belief among detectives that
most knife carriers have never contemplated what happens when a blade is thrust into the body. One wound
was nearly seven inches deep. I remember talking to one youth worker who told me that their aspirations were
limited to crime, jail or death. He already had a place at college and was a keen actor. Three days before
Braithwaite, Alleyne and Kika were handed life sentences, another London jury heard how a year-old army
cadet, Shaquille Smith, was stabbed to death by a gang in an unprovoked attack two miles from where Ben
was killed. But for detectives investigating such murders, familiar, deeper societal issues often emerge.
Sutherland believes the breakdown of the family unit exerts a profoundly negative impact on young men.
They are two of the most alarming and recurring features for me". There is no controlling influence. They
were the bottom-feeders of the London drugs chain. In essence, they were loners, an insecure trio of youths
with only the muscle to pick on younger targets. But as he got older and started dealing, this side of him was
all but extinguished, replaced by a brutal desire to make money through drugs. It helped that they were
physically powerful, making those who came into contact with them instantly wary. Police believe the three
youths would have made nominal profits and knew they would have to impress dealers up the chain if they
wanted to progress through the narcotics hierachy. Then they want to get themselves noticed and that is when
they become potentially dangerous to other people. Indeed, when they were sentenced they gloried in their
moment of infamy, making gun gestures. As the trial had progressed they had eyeballed witnesses and feigned
boredom in court. They could meet a girl, have a family, get a career One of them [Braithwaite] is 6ft 6in. Ben
was 5ft 9in.
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One of the men he struck down was called Calatan, and he was a great sorcerer. He left behind a pregnant
wife, who gave birth to sextuplets: Cuchulainn, knowing nothing of this, carried on with his life for many
years, but when the time was ripe, the sons and daughters of Calatan set out to take their revenge on the man
who had killed their father. Conchubar Mac Neasa , the King of Ulster, heard of their plan. He realized that if
he lost Cuchulainn, his greatest warrior, Emain Macha would fall, and his reign could come to an end. So he
decided to protect Cuchulainn for as long as he could. He called Cuchulainn to come and stay in Emain Mach.
He distracted him with sports and feasts, and told him nothing of the threat that was coming, knowing that
Cuchulainn would want to go out and face it head-on. But the three sons and three daughters of Calatan came
to Emain Macha, and using their magic, they brewed up the sounds of war. The noise was terrible, steel
clashing, battle cries, feet stamping, and the screams of the dying, but Conchubar was prepared. He invited all
of his men for a great feast, and there was such singing and storytelling, drinking and revelry, that they
drowned ou the noises of the magical war outside. It was called this because no sound from outside could
enter the valley, so no matter what magical noises the children of Calatan brewed up, Cuchulainn would not
hear them there. When their magical noises failed to draw Cuchulainn out, the three sons and three daughters
of Calatan realized that they had to do something else. She told him he was needed in battle, to pick up his
arms and enter the fray. Cuchulainn leapt at the challenge. He picked up his weapons and went to hitch his
horse, Lia Macha, the Grey of Macha, to his chariot. But for the first time since he had tamed her, Lia Macha
showed him the whites of her eyes and danced away. He tried a second time, and again she shied away, and
then on his third attempt, he berated her: He called to his charioteer, Laeg, who stepped up into the chariot
beside him and took the reins. His mother Deichtre came up to him with a farewell cup, full of wine to give
him her blessing in the coming fight, but as he lifted the cup to his lips, the wine turned into blood. He threw it
away, and Deichtre refilled the cup with wine, but again it turned to blood. Determined that her son would not
go into battle without her blessing to protect him, Deichtre filled the cup again, and offered it again, but the
wine turned into blood a third time, and Cuchulainn could not drink from it. As he crossed over a ford,
Cuchulainn saw an old woman washing clothes in the river. He came to a group of three hags by the side of
the road. They were roasting a hound on a rowan stick. He stopped to give them his greeting, and they invited
him to join their meal. Cuchulainn was under a geasa never to taste the meat of a hound, his namesake, so he
tried to decline as politely as he could. But the hags jeered him, saying that he was too used to fine eating,
having been with the king, and he thought himself too proud to sit and share their mean feast with them. His
honour as a warrior would not allow him to turn down their hospitality, or put himself above anyone, or say he
thought he was above anyone, no matter how poor or lowly, so he sat down and took a piece of the hound
meat with his left hand, and ate it. And when it touched his lips, all the strength ebbed out of his left arm, and
the meat dropped onto his thigh. As soon as the meat touched it, all the strength flowed out of his left leg, so
that his whole left side was now no stronger than that of a normal man. He got up, knowing that he had broken
his geasa and lost half his strength. These women were the Morrigan, the goddess of war. Long before that,
she had offered Cuchulainn her love, and he had turned her down. This was his punishment for rejecting the
goddess. On he went, in his chariot with Laeg, until he encountered the three sons of Calatan, standing in the
road, barring his way. The son of Cu Roi, called Lugaid, was with them. It had been prophesized that the first
three spears Cuchulainn cast in this battle would kill three kings, and his enemies wanted to get the spears, so
that they would benefit from the prediction. The first son of Calatan asked him for a spear, and threatened to
satirize Cuchulain if he did not hand it over. Lugaid Cu Roi pulled out the spear, and threw it back at
Cuchulainn, missing him, but striking Laeg, his charioteer and constant companion, through the stomach. So
fell Laeg Mac Riangabra, king among charioteers. The second son of Calatan stepped forward, and asked for a
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spear. Cuchulainn refused, saying he had given enough to satisfy his honour, but the son of Calatan threatened
to satirize all of Ulster. Cuchulainn fell to his knees, and wept over her. So fell Lia Macha, king among horses.
Lugaid Cu Roi pulled the spear out, and threw it at Cuchulainn, straight through his stomach, spraying out his
intestines. Cuchulainn, mortally wounded, had only enough strength in him to crawl to a nearby lake for a
drink of water. His enemies hung back, afraid that he had more strength than he was showing. The water
revived him somewhat. He could not bear the thought of dying on the ground like an animal, but wanted to die
on his feet, like a warrior. He crawled to a standing-stone, and tied himself to it, gripping his sword tightly. As
he stood there, dying, a raven came and tripped over his intestine. Cuchulainn laughed, and died with the
laugh in his mouth. For three days after he died, he stood tied to the rock, and none of his enemies were brave
enough to approach, and make sure he was dead. At the end of three days, the Morrigan took the shape of a
raven, and perched on his shoulder, and when he did not move, they knew it was safe. So fell Cuchulainn,
king among warriors.
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It has the most unique story of all her books. She has no clue about her present life and how much has changed
all these years. I re-read it a few days back and it is a very lovely book. It makes me feel how much deceiving
life can truly be and how much we tend to keep to ourselves. It makes me think if anyone in our lives knows
us completely and I think that there absolutely should be one person in our life who should know each and
everything about us, who should know us inside out and who should be our constant in a world so full of
variables. Again a very compelling read. Can you keep a secret? This book has a very interesting beginning
which makes the base for the rest of the book. A girl blurts out all her secrets to a stranger on a scary flight and
her world goes topsy turvy when that man reappears in her life in the most frightening role. After some
meeting, she goes on to trusting this man, subsequently falling in love, but her happiness is short lived as all
her secrets are telecasted on national TV and she is left shame faced in front of every person she has ever
known. This book has many hilarious portions and a few makes you weak in your knees romantic ones, and in
all it is a very good read if you are in a mood for something light. Have you ever been in a relationship where
you feel a bit out of their league, like they can date someone so much smarter than you are, then this is the
book for you. The matters get worse when she loses her million pounds ring and her mobile phone at a hotel
and is left stranded unable to tell him about the blunder she has made. Half her problems are solved when she
finds a nice working phone in hotel dustbin which she thinks she can use as everything in the bin is up for
grabs to anyone in the world. But this phone is a very special phone, who definitely has the central part in the
book. What happens when they are connected by this phone is history. This is love story for the digital era and
recommends that every couple should share a phone once in their life. It is a very special book with the most
amazing ending. Recently, at my job I made a mistake which made me so mad at myself that I had a nervous
breakdown. Think what will happen when right when you are being made a partner at your big-ass firm, you
uncover a mistake which will cost your client millions of dollars. Our girl immediately has a nervous
breakdown and she walks into oblivion not knowing where she is going and what she is saying, only to wake
up the next day and find herself hired as a domestic help. What will she do, especially when she finds out that
not only was she fired, she is now a national joke, will she go back or will she do a job she knows nothing
about and where she makes as much money in a week as she used to charge per hour from her clients. To
make matters better, comes in our hero who transforms her from a timid thing to an independent happy
glowing girl who can make a double tiered cake from scratch. This book does not say that women are best at
home, instead it makes me think about work life balance. It makes me wonder if our jobs get so important that
our lives suffer. When I made that mistake, it was because I was over worked, and after that I keep reminding
myself that work is important but it should empower you and not control your life. I personally think that
everyone no matter girl or boy should know how to do their chores and should take time for their loved ones.
So, this one is the most unusually beautiful and the most funny ghost story you would have ever read. Was the
ghost even real you might wonder. But to me she definitely was. She is the cutest, liveliest ghost, or should I
say guardian angel, one our protagonist really needed to get on with her life, which she herself has made
stagnant, waiting for a person who never had and never will love her. I almost forgot to include this one, and
that would have been a terrible mistake as this book is an absolute delight. It takes on two generations of
lovers and gives you a taste of history in the most beautiful manner. I beg you to read this one. It has love,
friendship, deceit, revenge, mistake, redemption and laughter rolled into one story. But in reality its really hard
to have such an awesome friend or to keep them if you had them in past and impossible even inadvisable to
find an absolutely sorted life partner. If the girl in your book is struggling with her career, how the guy is so
annoyingly well settled. In fact, if you have problems, your life partner is allowed to have them too. You both
can sort your lives together and I truly feel when life partners go through stuff together, it makes them stronger
and closer to each other. Do read them and let me know how you like them. As you can see I have read them
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all on my kindle I have basic kindle model. If you want to buy one do read my blog on Kindles here.
Chapter 9 : KINSELLA'S ADDICKTED - Mirror Online
The senseless murder of year-old Ben Kinsella provoked a vengeful reaction from the Adams family, the underworld
gang that once ruled north London.
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